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FOR SALE

ALL IN ONE CLASS

For $815.00 or Sell Separately

ALTMAN PONTIAC CO.

SOUTH SIDE BLVD.
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Bulloch’s second quarter retail sales increase $317,764 up to $5,885,464

C of N now has 161 members for 1961

Mrs. I. M. Foy Sr. ladies after a long illness

Paving contract for Brooklet, Statesboro, Portal. Stilson let

Industry workshop is set for Sept. 20

Ladies to play in one-day ball tournament

SIS PTA to hold first meet of new year

Industry workshop is set for Sept. 20

Westside High

Blue Devils lose to Savannah play Waycross here Fri. at 8
Editorials

The family car can be an educational handicap

And travel to some degree is as important to high school and junior high school students as it is to those who are older and perhaps to no one else. Heretofore the strength and懦弱 of the problem when it did become public knowledge was that it was the responsibility of the student to see that he did his part. It was not the responsibility of the school to see that the student did his part, and this is a major cause of the problem which exists today.

The problem of the family car is also a problem of community and society. It is the responsibility of the school to make sure that the student understands the responsibilities which come with the use of a family car. The school must teach the students how to drive safely, how to maintain the car, and how to use it responsibly.
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Old-time peanut boiling enjoyed

Shelly Dumas, Aline Combs, and Mrs. Charles Fletcher were among those enjoying the peanut boiling at Mr. Dumas' home last week.

The old-time peanut boiling is a tradition in the area and is enjoyed by many families. It is a fun and festive event that brings people together to enjoy the food and company.

Shelly Dumas, a resident of the area, said that she looks forward to the peanut boiling every year. "It's a great way to spend an afternoon with friends and family," she said. "We all get together and enjoy some delicious peanuts and each other's company."
Get Pecan Trees Now!

In order to guarantee delivery of PECAN TREES for planting in January, we must have your order not later than October 1, 1960.

Here is what you get if you order and plant pecan trees from a pecan sheller:

1. Trees that are easy to plant and care for.
2. Trees with a canopy 3 to 4 feet in height.
3. Complete instructions for care and planting.
4. You are assured of a market for your crop year after year.

Trees that are best adapted for our area, which will be available are:

STUARTS - FARLEY - DESIRABLE - ELLIOT

Remember:
We Buy Pecans
10 Cents Pounds
Market Price Daily on any Quantity - large or small

For further information Contact
ATKINSON'S PECAN PRODUCTS
GAMBEL, GEORGIA
PHONE SOUTH 3-6882

Million Heiress Fashions
by Betty Rose
Arriving Daily On
Our 2nd Floor

Petite Trend-Setter's
BRAID-TRIMMED
SUITS

SUIT EASY...
Channel Inspired

The newest suit that Channel
Inglis, VOGUE MODERN cut
A relaxed pointy silhouette
with straight and slightly
fitted, princess front, a
spool button and strap
Fast Black, Navy, Maroon,
Gray, Blue, Green, Black.
Sizes 6 to 10...

$49.98

Betty Rose

BRUSHED PLAIN
Passes the Touch Test!

This is the suit that passes all the tests
...your eyes say that it doesn't
look worn or plain molded to a
shapeless form with the
smoothness expected under
attractive garments. In a
brushed and soft, invisible
weighting. Fast Blue, Black,
White, Yellow, Taupe...

$49.98

There's no "fighting the wheel"
...new-type concrete gives you the smoothest ride ever!

For Further Information Contact
ATKINSON'S PECAN PRODUCTS
GAMBEL, GEORGIA
PHONE SOUTH 3-6882

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
A national organization to ensure superior quality concrete